
MY TEAM/ TEEN 
IN TAROT



 Hi.
 I am the fool behind this deck. I hope this deck
 helps you heal your inner teen as much as 

making it helped me. 

I wanted to create a deck that would help you learn
tarot, but also challenge an experienced reader to
think outside the box. 

 Welcome to the world of  working with the
infernal divine.

 “Demons” were Something my inner teen was
terrified of. If only she knew she would grow up

 to be known 
as the “Demon Lady”

X-A.Bella Caress



How to Use this 
Deck.
Allow your inner teen or your demon

team to guide you. This deck is in the

style of the traditional RWS tarot.

Except the court cards. 

The Fool. This is your journey! Enjoy it.0

You have had the tools to succeed all along.
Stay Creative - Art By: Juniper (my baby)

01

I get lost everywhere I go, allow the High
Priestess to guide you. 

02

One day I nurture myself. The next I self
Sabotage. 

03

MAJORS



Walk home and face the pavement in the
dark.

11

I feel like a kid working with demons. 05

What is love without risk?06

I have crippling anxiety and depression. My
OCD as a teenager made my life so difficult 
Making decisions was paralyzing. When I had
a c-section I felt in control, so, here it is.

07

 My team is my strength.08

There's a mother in all of us, find your light.09

Fuck Calculus Class. Way too many options.10

Lucifer has always been a father figure to
me. He's firm yet full of dad jokes. Let
yourself find the balance. 

04



Like a napkin with a number, the tower is always there to make it weird. 16

As much as we seek divine intervention, it's possible they seek us out as well. Co-
evolution is at hand. My cat taught me this.

17

When I meet Leviathan in meditation we go to this beach. It's beautiful
but my self doubt prevents me from trusting my intuition. 

18

 "Black hole sun, won't you come…"19

Be kind to yourself as you move forward. Making dumplings is hard.20

Become the change you want to see in this
world.

21

Everything in moderation.  14

The Devil is in the details. He is here to help you face the mirror and learn to love what you see.
Face those habits that scare you 
and move towards a life of joy and self sovereignty.

15

Come back to life little buddy.13

If you're gonna hang there, at least have fun.12



The Page is inquisitive and impulsive. P:

The Knight can represent how the world is
projecting their view on to you.

K:

A Queen can move anywhere in the game of
chess. What's your next move? 

Q:

Allow this King to guide you when you get this
card. What are your goals? Why have they
not been met? What are you doing to achieve
them?

K:

Additional
Meanings for
Demon -
COURT CARDS



Stop feeling sorry for yourself.05

Keep your eye on the prize - Making decisions
with yourself in mind is hard but worth it.

07

The time has come to walk away, become your
own hero.

08

Look at all you've accomplished - be proud of
who you've become.

09

Life is a double rainbow. Find your joy.10

Minors-Leviathan
fish- Water- “cups”

Beware hyper fixation, see what life is
offering you.

04

Emotional regulation and self awareness with
others. Healthy relationships.

03

Unity, connection, emotional support.02

Ace is yours! Overflow with abundance! A.

My inner teen is hella hard on herself. The
time as come to heal that inner teen.

06



Did you catch it?
When I was a teen my dyslexia was my

worst fear. That I would make a massive

mistake and everyone would judge me.

On cards 6-10 in Leviathan's suit,

Leviathan is spelled wrong. "A" beautiful

accident both me and my editor missed.

A+ for effort I guess.



Stay out of it! 05

Do not cry over spilled milk. 07

The time is now to get going!!08

You are the last man standing! I know it was
hard but you're okay!

09

REST! Before it's too late.10

Minors-Lucifer
matches- fire- “wands”

Celebrate new beginnings!04

Keep going, lift one foot off the ground!03

Keep going, You have what it takes.02

Ace is yours! Burn bright! A.

Victory is yours!06



Outside looking in? Are you sure you 
want in?

05

Patience, it takes time to reap what you sow. 07

Work smarter, not harder. 08

Look at all you've accomplished! Bravo!09

Family? friends? You choose your family! 10

Minors-Belial
seeds- earth- “coins”

Sharing is caring, until it's not.04
Collaboration with others will help you grow.03

Balance is pivotal.02
Ace is yours! Plant the seeds and grow!A.

Make sure you give as much as you get.06



Be careful what you wish
for…

05

Two faced? Who? Me? Or
you?

07

You can escape! Stop holding
yourself back.

08

The pain, the doubt, it's all in
your head.

09

The choice has been made for
you. Take a break.

10

Minors-Andras
Daggers- AIR- “Swords”

Tune in now. Meditation is
key.

04

You've had the power to heal
all along!

03

Trust your blades are sharp! 02

Ace is yours! Speak your
mind! 

A.

Sometimes the best thing to
do is leave.

06



www. Abellacaress.com

www.Ashleebcaress.com

YouTube: The Minnie Witch

Find me & More projects 

NUMOS - Dark Fantasy Book

Lunch Time With Demons -
Book 

Lunch Time With Demons -
Pod-cast 
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 Tik Tok - Theminimalistwitch


